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ABSTRACT:
Wire electrical discharge machining (WEDM) is an expert on the thermal matching process that
proficient in accuracy matching in the material of hard parts with complex shapes. Critical to controlled spark
gap that achievement is required for surface finishes and part dimensions. Variables that affect the spark gap
include the wire diameter, type and thickness of wire, surface finish requirements, part tolerance, and workpiece
material thickness. In micromachining techniques leading an issue to comfort a metal removal rate stable in
between the gap of microtool and workpiece. The process of WEDM technology is based on the occurrence of
sparking in electrical discharge machining (EDM) widely accepted the techniques off the grid process by
differentiating the spark which was generated at wire and spark of workpiece gap. The proposed algorithm of
quantum behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO) algorithms predict the removal of metal rate and the
introduction of WEDM has developed for making tools and optimal to generate micro-scale parts with surface
finish and dimensional accuracy with the highest degree. WEDM methods can be easily machined by using the
mainstream machining process while the material was in sharp edges. Design of Taguchi’s parameter approach
which has been applied during the process of machining this procedure that saves time and eliminates the need
for repeated experiments. Taguchi technique is mainly used in industries that minimize the variation process,
improve the quality of the maintenance process, and decrease the number of experiments with the optimal
process of energy. Experiment results were conducted to test the models and optimal and best results are
obtained.
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INTRODUCTION

Wire electrical discharge machining (WEDM) plays an essential role in accuracy manufacturing. To
achieve a precise workpiece with best surface quality, if necessary then added extra pedestrian finish cuts beside
the rough cutting contour. An effort has been completed to expose the influence of machining performance of
WEDM in finish cutting procedures of the machining parameter.
The surface roughness is gap width and the depth of the white layer machined workpiece surfaces is
evaluated and measured. Based on the numerical analysis and Taguchi method the quality design is established
distance between the wire periphery, pulse-on time and the workpiece surface are the significant factors moving
the performance of machining.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
J. T. Huang, et.al, controls the selection of optimal machining parameters for the Wire Electrical
Discharge Machining (Wire-EDM) methods analyses by spreading over grey relational to Grey theory this can
offer a solution for a structure in which the model of incomplete information or unsure.
S. S. Mahapatra and Amar Patnaik, has been established the relationship between the control elements
and responses like kerf, SF, and MRR are recognized through nonlinear regression analysis and finally valid an
optimal mathematical result.
Assarzadeh S. and Ghoreishi M. [5] offered a neural network based on the proposed approach for the
optimal collection and prediction for the constraint process in die-sinking EDM. They established a back
propagation neural network (BPNN) model to measure them in terms of three control parameters such as source
voltage, current, and pulse period performance to be predicted.

III. METHODS OF ANALYSIS
The objective of the proposed research depicts various WEDM process parameters on the quality
machining and achieves the optimal sets of parameter processing. Performance is established by mathematical
models connecting to the machining parameter and using the QPSO algorithm was used to achieve the optimal
machining parameters. The Taguchi technique has been applied to expression into the effects of the WEDM
process optimized parameters.
Design of Experiment based on Taguchi Method
The Taguchi technique has been used to study the properties of the WEDM parameter process. WEDM
of Taguchi's method described the proposed methodology is highly beneficial to manufacturing industries and
also other areas such as tool-making industries, automobile and aerospace. These research summaries Taguchi's
parameter design approach, which has been applied to optimize machining parameters during the machining
process.
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Effect on material removal rate
The MRR decreases with the increase in the pulse of time and increases with the increase in pulse on
time and spark gap set voltage. This is because of the peak current prominent to a faster cutting rate and energy
increases release with the pulse on time. As the decreases on pulse off time, the number of discharges within a
certain period develops more which leads to a complex cutting rate on MRR methods.

Figure 1: Material removal rate of WEDM method
Algorithm for Material Removal Rate
S=dw + (2*s)
MRR = vf*h*b
X[0]=0
del = vf/10
fori=1 to 10
X[i] = x[i-1] + del
Endfor
fori=0 to 10
Er[i] = x[i]*h*b
The research has been proposed from rough finish cutting operations planning a strategy of optimal
WEDM development including the number of machining processes and their setting for each operation
corresponding to the machining-parameters. Accurate dimension value and better quality of surface can be
obtained with less machining time.
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Optimization
The traditional experimental design of parameter analysis is difficult to use and too complex. Moreover
when increases number of machining parameters and huge numbers of experiments have to be carried out his is
because the discharge energy increases with the peak current prominent to a pulse on time and faster cutting rate.
Within the given period converts more when pulse time decreases the number of discharges which was
indications to a complex cutting rate.
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Table 1: Material removal rate of WEDM
The above table demonstrated the parameters of the spark gap analyzed from the workpiece for the
optimal finishing surface of the WEDM by using the material removal rate of the input variable. The Workpiece
thickness, the diameter of a wire, and the gap between the wire and workpiece are measured and executed the
MRR parameter process table applied various input variable randomly and detect the rate of the MRR and
illustrated the corresponding figures below.
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Figure 2: Result of Feed Rate vessel MRR.
Accuracy of optimized parameters analyzing
The prediction accuracy of the proposed outline and existing outline can be analyzed through the
value metal removal rate value processed and using quantum behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO)
algorithms the accuracy and surface finish metalwork is processed in the micro-scale level of electric discharge
machining. The proposed system is compared with the existing algorithm of SVM for accuracy analysis.
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Figure 3: Accuracy analysis of MRR using the proposed algorithm
Error Rate
To estimate the effects of machining parameters on the performance characteristics MRR and to
identify the performance features under the optimal machining parameters a specially designed Taguchi's
method is used.
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Figure 4: Error rate analyzing of proposed and existing methods
The error rate of the proposed and existing method has been illustrated in figure 4. The Response
function modeling (RFM) and Performance measure modeling (PMM) approaches of the existing method
compared with the proposed method. Compared with the existing method the Taguchi's gives a minimum error
rate of processing.
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V. CONCLUSION
The material removal rate (MRR) significantly increases with an increase in resistance of work
material. Significant MRR was not notice able while changes in the Spark gap. Concerning Surface roughness
and short pulse duration united with a high peak value can produce a better surface finish. Finally, the Taguchi
method and QPSO algorithms have been used to compare the optimal level of spark gap parameters from the
WEDM. The Taguchi's method widely used nowadays for producing complex geometrics with fitted tolerances
on difficult to material of machines.
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